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We present results from both theoretical and experimental studies of the noise characteristic
mode-locked superfluorescent lasers. The results show that observed macroscopic broadband amp
noise on the laser pulse train has its origin in quantum noise-initiated “phase-wave” fluctuatio
and we find an associated phase transition in the noise characteristics as a function of laser c
detuning. [S0031-9007(96)02057-1]
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The physical description of any laser system is go
erned by the dynamic interaction between the intracav
laser field and the atomic gain medium, and lasers can
classified according to the dominant dynamic time sca
of interest. In the majority of lasers, the coherence dec
times of the laser gain medium are much faster than a
other interaction time scale, and the laser dynamics
accurately described by rate equations [1].

Mode-locked gas lasers, however, when operated
a high-Q cavity, can exhibit a variety of characteristic
which are not explained using a simple rate-equation d
scription of the resonant laser dynamics. The reson
interaction in these lasers is dominated by the coh
ent Rabi cycling of atomic dipoles in the gain medium
and the physics of the laser operation in this cohere
coupling regime is fundamentally different from that en
countered in other laser systems. The combination
a periodic loss due to an active mode-locking eleme
and an inversion recovery time shorter than the ca
ity period, creates a situation where a pulse circula
ing in the laser encounters an identical gain at eve
point in the atomic medium. In this regime, the opera
tion of the laser is equivalent to that of aswept-gain
laser amplifier, where each point in an atomic amplify
ing medium is excited sequentially by a traveling-wav
excitation at the speed of light. In particular, exper
ments have shown that the high-Q operation of mode-
locked gas lasers approaches the superfluorescent l
of such a swept-gain amplifier at high gain to loss ratio
[2]. Previously reported characteristics of pulses from
mode-locked argon-ion laser in such a high-Q configura-
tion have included superfluorescent effects such as pu
durations shorter than the inverse gain bandwidth of t
medium [3], and coherent ringing on the pulse trailin
edge [4].

Although this coherent-coupling regime of a mode
locked superfluorescent laser (MSL) has only been stu
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ied in detail in mode-locked gas lasers, the limit is
universal one for any mode-locked laser in which the
tracavity Rabi frequency is sufficiently large compared
the atomic decay rates of the atomic gain medium. O
feature of particular interest in this regime is the ampli
cation of microscopic quantum noise to the macrosco
domain in the form of large-amplitude fluctuations on t
pulse envelope, first predicted by Hopf and Overman
1979 [5]. These fluctuations have their origin in the e
treme sensitivity of a pulse propagating in a superfluor
cent swept-gain amplifier to microscopic instabilities
the phase of the atomic polarization ahead of it in the a
plifying medium. Hopf and Overman showed that th
quantum-initiated phase fluctuation took the form of
“phase wave” which could propagate into the pulse in t
amplifier and cause macroscopic episodic fluctuations
pulse energy.

In this Letter, we report the first quantum theoretic
model for the mode-locked superfluorescent laser, and
compare the results of the model with the first expe
mental quantum noise data for a swept-gain laser.
find that phase-wave fluctuations play an important r
in MSL operation, and a novel and unexpected feature
the MSL is the presence of a distinct phase transition
the phase-wave fluctuations as a function of the laser c
ity length. This transition is from a noisy regime, whe
spontaneously initiated phase waves disrupt the reg
mode-locked pulse train, to a coherently stimulated qu
regime where the phase waves are suppressed. We o
good agreement between theory and experiment. Ou
sults are the first direct observations of phase-wave effe
in a laboratory laser system.

The original system studied theoretically by Hopf an
Overman in Ref. [5] consists of an infinitely extende
homogeneously broadened medium of two-level ato
in which the gain is swept at the speed of light by
traveling-wave excitation pulse. This allows the atom
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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to be fully inverted, as seen by a quantum-initiated pu
traveling a short distance behind the excitation. In t
case of a large gain and a small value of linear lo
the steady-state superfluorescent pulse in the amplifier
an area ofp [2]. The steady state in the amplifier i
maintained because the pulse gains energy from cohe
superfluorescent emission from the atoms at the same
that it loses energy to the medium through linear loss
We note that this swept-gain superfluorescent beha
is distinct from recent proposals of stationary intracav
superfluorescent lasers [6].

In the swept-gain system, the sensitivity of the prop
gating steady-state pulse to the initial polarization of t
atoms arises because of the coherent transfer of energ
the field from the atomic population. In particular, whe
the leading edge of the steady-state pulse initially beg
to interact with the atomic population, a weak-field p
riod of interaction exists where the value of the field c
be significantly influenced by any quantum fluctuations
the atomic polarization. These can spontaneously de
bilize the pulse by completely reversing the phase of
leading edge of the electric field. This transient phase
ference between the leading and trailing parts of the fi
prevents the coherent transfer of energy to the field,
the pulse rapidly loses energy—until its phase evolv
and is restored to a uniform value. Now it can again
duce coherent superfluorescent emission, and is ampl
to its original steady-state value. The difference in pha
between the leading and trailing edges of the electrom
netic field which sweeps through the pulse and then d
appears, causing the macroscopic collapse followed by
revival of the steady-state pulse, is what is referred to a
phase-wave fluctuation.

We have extended the theory of Hopf and Overman
accurately describe our experimental MSL system ba
on an actively mode-locked argon-ion laser. The us
two-level plane wave model of the amplifying mediu
using the Maxwell-Bloch equations [4] greatly overe
timates atomic cooperativity in a realistic experimen
system, thus predicting phase-wave fluctuations that
orders of magnitude greater than experimental obs
vations. We use a set of modified coupled atom-fie
equations [7] which include the realistic effects of in
homogeneous Doppler broadening, the presence of m
tiple magnetic sublevels due to Zeeman splitting in t
gain medium, multilevel atomic pumping effects, and t
radial variations of the intracavity mode intensity. Th
dominant quantum noise source is polarization noise,
we include this using a normally ordered representat
[1,8] similar to that employed in superfluorescence c
culations [9,10]. Finally, to simulate the MSL operatio
the theoretical equations are solved numerically subjec
the constant loss of the laser cavity mirrors, and the tim
varying transmission of the active mode-locker [11].

The resulting field and atomic equations in the rotatin
wave and paraxial approximations are
se
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Vst0, xd 

X
m,j

gjsxdR2
mjst0 d , (1)

with

≠

≠t0
R2

mjst0 d  2gnR2
mj 1 FmVfRs2d

mj 2 R
s1d
mjg

1 Gmjst0 d ,

≠

≠t0
R

s2d
mjst0 d  2gpfRs2d

mj 2 1yM g 2 RefVpR2
mjg

3 Usxjdy2 ,

≠

≠t0
R

s1d
mjst0 d  2glR

s1d
mj 1 RefVp R2

mjgUsxjdy2 . (2)

Here we use a co-moving reference frame, defined byt0 
t 2 zyy, as the time coordinate, and thex coordinate
defines a transverse spatial position in the atomic mediu
The field variable in these equations is the scaled Ra
frequency Vst0, xd, and the atomic variables are the
scaled polarization and population amplitudesR2

mj and

R
s1,2d
mj , respectively. To account for the radial variation

of the intracavity laser intensity, the spatial coordinat
x is divided into a lattice of pointsxj. The atomic
populations are similarly divided into discrete classe
with a combined class indexm  sm, nd, indicating both
a particular Zeeman-split magnetic sublevelsmd and a
particular value of Doppler detuningsnd. The decay rates
here are the usual polarization decay rateg', the lower-
level decay rategl , and the pumping equilibration rategp.

The scaled Rabi frequencyVst0, xd represents the cor-
responding plane-polarized electric field operator, where

Vst0, xd , s2myh̄dÊs1dst, xdyusxd . (3)

Hereusxd is the amplitude of the normalized fundamenta
transverse mode at the laser resonance frequencyv0,
and Usxd  jusxdj2. The dipole momentm is an rms
value, averaged over theM coupled magnetic sublevels
involved in theDm  0 lasing transition. The relative
dipole moment squared of themth magnetic sublevel
is Fm  smmym d2. We include the diffraction of the
fundamental cavity mode, but neglect the additiona
effects of higher-order modes during propagation. Spati
filtering is included via a projection onto the fundamenta
cavity mode after each pass of lengthL, so thatVst0, xd
is uniform at the start of each pass.

The scaled polarization and population amplitudes a
defined in terms of transition operators representing th
average behavior for a group of atoms in a particula
magnetic sublevel, with a particular Doppler detuning
and at a particular spatial position. The possible Doppl
detunings are divided into groups of equal atomic popu
lation, each of widthDvn and center frequencyvn, and
with decay rategn  g' 1 isvn 2 v0d. The individual
transition operators for thenth atom are defined aŝs2

mn 
837
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The cell-averaged polarization and population amplitud
are therefore defined:

R2
mjst0 d , smmymNjd

X
n[Ssn,jd

2ŝ2
mnst0dyusxjd ,

R
1,2
mjst0 d , s1yNjd

X
n[Ssn,jd

ŝ1,2
mnst0 d , (4)

where Nj  rsxj, v0dDv0DVj is the equilibrium num-
ber of inverted atoms in each lattice cell of volumeDVj.
The density (at line center) of lasing atoms isrsx, v0d per
unit volume and frequency, and the mean coupling coef
cientgjsxd has the standard form of

gjsxd 
v0jm̄j2rsxj, v0dDv0DVj

2eo h̄c
d3sx 2 xjd . (5)

Finally, we note that the quantum noise termGmjstd must
have nonvanishing correlations [7], and is given by

kGp
mjstdGm0j0st0 dl 

8g'Fmdjj0dmm0

UsxjdMNj
dst 2 t0d . (6)

We have simulated our argon-ion laser in a high-Q
cavity configuration at an operating wavelength o
514.5 nm. This is a J  3y2 ! J  5y2 lasing
transition, with Zeeman multiplicity ofM  4, and
known dipole moments of4.3 3 10230 C m and 5.3 3

10230 C m for them  63y2 andm  61y2 transitions.
The atomic lifetimes were estimated asgp  1.25 ns,
gl  0.36 ns, and g'  0.64 ns [12]. The measured
small-signal intensity gain per pass was15%, and the
measured output-coupler loss was4%. The Doppler
line had a measured FWHM of4.1 THz. The cavity
round-trip time wasTcav  2Lyc  13.2 ns, and the
mode waist was0.64 mm in the center of the gain region.
These characteristics define the model, since the atom
inversion density can be calculated from the measur
small-signal gain.

The simulation results show that quantum-initiate
phase-wave fluctuations play an important role in th
behavior of the MSL, and that their characteristics are
sensitive function of the detuning between the round-tr
time of the passive laser cavity,Tcav , and the modulation
period of the active mode-locker,Tml.

When the detuningDT  Tcav 2 Tml is positive or
zero, we have found that no stable steady-state pu
ever develops in the MSL, because the pulse evoluti
is episodically disrupted by phase-wave events. A typ
cal simulation result forDT  0 is shown in Fig. 1(a).
Here, the pulse evolution in the laser is plotted as a fun
tion of the number of cavity round trips and the intracav
ity pulse intensity is plotted in the co-moving time frame
described above. This figure clearly shows how a pha
wave (initiated from quantum noise on the pulse leadin
edge) causes a macroscopic change in the pulse intens
Note also the oscillatory structure on the pulse trailin
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FIG. 1. Simulation results illustrating (a) effects of quantum
initiated phase waves on the peak intracavity intensity of
pulse in the MSL at zero detuning, and (b) noise free operat
at a value of negative detuningsDT  20.1 psd.

edge due to the coherent ringing of the atomic polariz
tion. This zero-detuning regime corresponds most clos
to the original swept-gain superfluorescent amplifier stu
ied by Hopf and Overman, but our results indicate th
phase-wave events are very robust, and survive (with
reduced fluctuation intensity) even in the more realis
experimental system of the MSL. For cavity lengthe
ing sDT . 0d, similar results to those in Fig. 1(a) are ob
tained, but with phase waves occurring more often a
with a larger amplitude, since with a longer cavity, the
is reduced loss on the pulse leading edge, and this eff
tively increases the duration of the weak-field initiatio
regime, amplifying the phase-wave effects.

In contrast, Fig. 1(b) shows simulation results for
detuningDT  20.1 ps, corresponding to a decrease i
the laser cavity length of15 mm. In this case, the phase
waves are suppressed and a stable steady-state pulse
form in the MSL. Physically, this arises because, wi
this value of detuning, a pulse in the MSL arrives
the mode-locker slightly earlier so the pulse leading ed
encounters more loss. This sharpens the leading ed
reducing the duration of the weak-field initiation regim
and therefore suppressing the effect of phase waves
the pulse evolution. It is significant to note that, in th
regime, a properly adjusted MSL can produce a train
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pulses with high peak power that is shot-noise limited
frequencies in excess of a few MHz.

An unexpected result of the simulations is that th
transition from the noisy phase-wave regime to the qui
regime occurs abruptly as a function of detuning, and w
have carried out both experiments and more comprehe
sive simulations to study this in detail. In order to cha
acterize the laser stability, we chose to measure the la
amplitude noise (referred to as the shot-noise level)
three different frequencies as a function of the cavity d
tuning DT . Typical experimental results are shown in
Fig. 2(a), where the abrupt transition from a quiet to
noisy regime is very clear. We compare these experime
tal results with the results from numerical simulations i
Fig. 2(b). The simulation results are in good agreeme
with experiment, clearly showing the phase-wave trans
tion as a function of cavity length detuning, and the qua
titative agreement between simulation and experiment
excellent at high frequencies. The discrepancies at low
frequencies are attributed to uncertainties in the atom
pumping parameters used in the simulations [12], and
residual mode-locker technical noise.

Although it is well known experimentally that mode-
locked laser stability depends on the cavity-mode-lock

FIG. 2. Noise power relative to shot noise for the MSL as
function of cavity detuning at three characteristic frequencie
(a) from the numerical simulations, and (b) from experiment
results. The detector efficiency here was 0.25%.
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detuning [13], we provide here the first evidence fo
phase-wave events predicted to occur in high-Q swept-
gain laser amplifiers, as opposed to Raman amplifie
[14]. These experimental results relate only to on
transition in an argon-ion laser, but qualitatively simila
behavior has been observed in other mode-locked lines
this laser and in a mode-locked krypton ion laser.

We expect phase waves and the corresponding pha
wave transition to be a universal characteristic of low
dispersion high-Q mode-locked lasers. Thus, we have
given a first principles test of the quantum theory o
a new class of laser. The phase-wave transition al
shows that it is feasible to combine the high intensit
of superfluorescence with a stable, low-noise output, a
this could have technological applications in areas such
communications systems.
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